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A great activity anytime! Where is he going? Writing is one of my favorite things to teach. The Purple
Crayon. Explain the scene and color the picture. Write a short story that explains how they met and color the
underwater scene. As students write more, they develop confidence to continue learning to improve. It helps to
guide the students yet still gives them freedom so they all do their own writing rather than everyone having
basically the same exact written response. What is a volcano? Write a narrative and color the picture. What is
your least favorite type of weather? New Friends. Updated September 03, In first grade, students are beginning
to develop their writing skills for the first time. Extra Hour. Describe your room. Check out all of our writing
prompts. Must Read. The girl is holding a rainbow lunch box. The first picture is a sample from special
education student. What qualities do you look for in a friend? Write about your first day at school. What did
you do? Explain how to play your favorite board game. Fish or Frog. Favorite Author. Scary Story. These
simple but creative first-grade writing prompts will help students begin to develop their narrative, informative,
opinion, and research writing skills. A free worksheet to print out so your students can write about how they
are helpful and who they help! Email Hello Friends! Write a story about the coolest place you ever went to.
Imagine a dream he or she might have and describe it. Year after year, I saw students hitting these same
roadblocks. Dressing Up. Students color the picture and write a creative story. Students can write a story to
tell what, exactly, is happening. Write about a time when you went to a special party. Write a story about
something special you did with your mom. Toy Story. These students should work towards complex writing
goalsâ€”i. Find out three facts about the history of your town. Limited vocabulary makes it difficult for others
to expand on their thoughts and ideas.


